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Base Price

$269,990 2 Beds | 2 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 1 Garage

About This Plan
This low-maintenance home has everything you need. It includes a 1-car, rear-load garage with storage areas, which

makes getting in and out during inclement weather quick and easy.Just off the entryway is a cozy family room that

opens into the breakfast area and kitchen. It's easy to imagine friends and family mingling, laughing, and enjoying

each other's company in the open space. There's even enough room for them to join in and help you chop

vegetables!The upper level is where you'll find a bedroom and the owner's suite. The king-sized owner's suite has an

attached private bathroom with over-sized shower, a double vanity and two large walk-in closets. The upper level

family room becomes a cozy hideaway at the end of the day. There's even room for a stackable laundry in the

hallway closet - no more hauling dirty clothes downstairs and then carrying clean clothes all the way back up again!About This Community
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